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Abstract

In the past years, there has been a growing interest in real-time and low-latency data processing systems for the cloud. To accommodate those emerging demands, the underlying data storage systems should be fundamentally designed to make better use of the data center’s powerful hardware. In this master thesis, we propose a redesign of the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS), tailored for in-memory storage and remote direct memory access (RDMA). Specifically, the original HDFS was modified to operate natively in memory, when data can fit into the cluster memory, and to adopt the RDMA communication model, which offers low latency and better CPU utilization. The proposed solution has been designed for large data volumes that cannot be held in physical memory. Therefore, the system operates on virtual memory, keeping only the hot data in physical memory at any point in time. As opposed to traditional RDMA-based systems, our modified HDFS runs in a cluster of commodity hardware using a software-based RDMA implementation. In this thesis, we evaluated the system in a real cluster versus the original HDFS version. The results show improved latencies for filesystem reads and writes as well as lower CPU usage across the datacenter nodes running HDFS.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Motivation

The big data paradigm is entering a new phase. In the past, data processing systems were designed to store and process huge data sizes for which the traditional relational database management systems (RDMS) would fail. These systems were used mainly as batch systems with a typical running time of hours or even days. Today, data analysis systems should be architected not only to process the increasingly large volume of data, but also to process it fast, possibly with a response time in the range of minutes or seconds. The response time has become a key factor as a new class of cloud applications, such as real time analytics or interactive applications, have emerged.

We are motivated that faster and more efficient distributed systems can be built by a profound software redesign that will take advantage of the data center’s powerful hardware. In particular, systems should make better use of the cluster memory and the multi-gigabit network fabric, while at the same time, any slow storage device should be removed from the critical path. We believe that holding and analyzing datasets in memory will be a good option in terms of performance, and therefore, systems should be designed according to that principle. Using cluster memory instead of the slower hard disk as the prime storage has been already discussed in the RamCloud project [1]. RamCloud supports that memory will be inexpensive enough, and in the future the total cluster memory will offer adequate storage capabilities. Furthermore, there is a wide range of applications that will benefit from an in-memory system. First, a significant percentage of the jobs which are submitted to production analytics clusters have input data set sizes that can fit into cluster memory [2]. Second, there is an important class of applications that reuse the same data [3], or process them incrementally [4]: for example, interactive applications that require users to perform a sequence of queries over a specific dataset or applications that implement iterative algorithms. Third, jobs typically consist of a number of phases (chain jobs), which produce intermediate results that should be instantly consumed by the next phase. Storing these results in memory will significantly boost the overall performance. Finally, future solid-state disks might be used in the same way as memory is currently being used and therefore, they will further expand the total storage capability. For the above reasons, we believe that a fundamental redesign of a big-data scale system in order to also work natively in memory would have an impact and should be investigated.

Towards building an in-memory system, the remote direct memory access (RDMA) communication model can be of great benefit. RDMA technology originates from high-performance computing (HPC), and has been proven to offer low latency, better CPU utilization, as well as richer communication semantics. Additionally, RDMA will enable the system to effectively saturate the new multi-gigabit network fabrics [5] and is expected to increase the power efficiency of the data center [6]. RDMA in the past required specific hardware limiting its deployment only in application inside HPC world. With the advent of a fully software-based implementation of RDMA (SoftiWARP [7]), the technology can be extended to applications running in commodity hardware [8].
1.2 Problem Statement

There is a large number of available distributed systems for large-scale data analysis and storage. Among these systems, Hadoop ecosystem [9] is being widely considered to be the de-facto solution to handle big data. Hadoop is an Apache open source project which provides a highly scalable distributed file system (HDFS), a powerful programming model for parallel computation (MapReduce) and a plethora of other analysis tools. In this thesis, an in-memory, RDMA-enabled Hadoop was implemented. In more detail, the Hadoop distributed file system was redesigned to store the data in the memory and to adopt RDMA semantics replacing the existing socket-based communication patterns.

The goal of this master thesis was to build a robust in-memory Hadoop system, which through the RDMA communication model, will extend its efficiency, performance and capabilities. In Figure 1.1, the expected performance of the system is shown. In comparison to the current framework, we expect our system to operate as efficiently as a native in-memory system when the data can be stored in memory, to show the same performance as the RDMS systems when the data is growing, and to be able to scale with a better performance when the data volume reaches big data scale.

![Figure 1.1: Target System](image)

Additionally, as a result of our design, we expect to improve Hadoop in several aspects. For example, HDFS is not optimized for random reads and does not support file updates. In our implementation, random read performance should be better and file update feature might be easier to be added. Furthermore, Hadoop does not perform well in a virtual cluster, mainly because storage devices are not attached to the nodes and thus the system cannot be benefited by data locality. In our implementation, data locality is maintained since data is stored in memory, which is attached to the node. What is more, according to [10], Hadoop’s interaction with local filesystems imposes a number of hidden bottlenecks which do not exist in our implementation. Finally, our system is ready to run natively on HPC environments in extreme performance.
1.3 Related work

Improving a large-scale data analysis system is an interesting topic in both academia and industry, and therefore, there is significant work towards that direction.

**In-memory distributed storage and process:** Building an in-memory system is not a new idea and there are a number of implementations. For example, Spark system [3], which implements a distributed memory abstraction, called Resilient Distributed Datasets (RDDs) and enables in-memory computations on large clusters. Application specific systems such as Pregel, which supports iterative graph applications, or HaLoop and Twister, which optimize iterative algorithm programs. Other systems, such as Piccolo, DSM and RamCloud, which expose a storage system entirely built from DRAM and allow the user to perform in-memory computation. Our work mainly differs because we modified an existing big-data framework to maintain its programming broad model abstraction, to natively work in memory and to remain capable of scaling to large volume size.

**Alternative RDMA-based distributed storage:** Hadoop framework is an important distributed large-scale data analysis system. For that reason, developers of the most distributed file systems have a great incentive to make their implementation compatible with Hadoop. Therefore there are a number\(^1\) of filesystems that can replace HDFS. For example, GPFS [11], Glusterfs [12], Lustre [13]. Among these filesystems, some are RDMA-enabled, such as Glusterfs. However, HDFS is being developed in parallel with the rest of the Hadoop ecosystem. Therefore, it is tailored to its requirements, which might not be the same as those of other filesystems.

Finally, no significant work has been carried out to integrate RDMA semantics in Hadoop. The reason is that Hadoop runs on commodity servers and RDMA in the past was available only through expensive hardware. Nevertheless, an optimization has been proposed in [14], where the MapReduce shuffle step was optimized using RDMA semantics.

1.4 Structure

The thesis is organized as follows: the first part of chapter 2 gives a background overview of Hadoop framework with focus on the underlying distributed file system (HDFS). The second part presents the RDMA communication model. Chapter 3 explains how the in-memory, RDMA-enabled HDFS was designed. In chapter 4, the implementation is described in more detail, and critical points are analysed. In chapter 5, the evaluation of our implementation is given along with some discussion of the results. The final chapter concludes and suggests potential future work.

\(^1\) http://gigaom.com/cloud/because-hadoop-isnt-perfect-8-ways-to-replace-hdfs/
Chapter 2

Background

The first part of the background chapter presents an overview of Hadoop framework and its major components. A detailed description can be found in [15, 9].

2.1 Hadoop

Hadoop is an open-source framework for writing and running distributed applications that process very large data sets. There has been a great deal of interest in the framework, and it is very popular in industry as well as in academia. Hadoop cases include: web indexing, scientific simulation, social network analysis, fraud analysis, recommendation engine, ad targeting, threat analysis, risk modeling and other. Hadoop is core part of a cloud computing infrastructure and is being used by companies like Yahoo, Facebook, IBM, LinkedIn, and Twitter. The main benefits of Hadoop framework can be summarized as follows:

- Accessible: it runs on clusters of commodity servers
- Scalable: it scales linearly to handle larger data by adding nodes to the cluster
- Fault-tolerant: it is designed with the assumption of frequent hardware failures
- Simple: it allows user to quickly write efficient parallel code
- Global: it stores and analyzes data in its native format

Hadoop is designed for data-intensive processing tasks and for that reason it has adopted a “move-code-to-data” philosophy. According to that philosophy, the programs to run, which are small in size, are transferred to nodes that store the data. In that way, the framework achieves better performance and resource utilization. In addition, Hadoop solves the hard scaling problems caused by large amounts of complex data. As the amount of data in a cluster grows, new servers can be incrementally and inexpensively added to store and analyze it.

Hadoop has two major subsystems: the Hadoop Distributed File System (HDFS) and a distributed data processing framework called MapReduce. Apart from these two main components, Hadoop has grown into a complex ecosystem, including a range of software systems. Core related applications that are built on top of the HDFS are presented in Figure 2.1 and a short description per project is given in Table 2.1.
2.1.1 MapReduce

MapReduce [16] is a programming model developed for large-scale analysis. It takes advantage of the parallel processing capabilities of a cluster in order to quickly process very large datasets in a fault-tolerant and scalable manner. The core idea behind MapReduce is mapping the data into a collection of key/value pairs, and then reducing over all pairs with the same key. Using key/value pairs as its basic data unit, the framework is able to work with the less-structured data types and to address a wide range of problems. In Hadoop, data can originate in any form, but in order to be analyzed by MapReduce software, it needs to eventually be transformed into key/value pairs.

Hadoop implements MapReduce programming model using two components: a JobTracker (master node) and many TaskTrackers (slave nodes). The JobTracker is responsible\(^1\) for accepting job requests, for splitting the data input, for defining the tasks required for the job, for assigning those tasks to be executed in parallel across the slaves, for monitoring the progress and finally for handling occurring failures. The TaskTracker executes tasks as ordered by the master node. The task can be either a map (takes a key/value and generates another key/value) or a reduce (takes a key and all associated values and generates a key/value pair). The map function can run independently on each key/value pair, enabling enormous amounts of parallelism. Likewise, each reducer can also run separately on each key enabling further parallelism.

When a job is submitted to the JobTracker, the JobTracker selects a number of TaskTrackers

\(^1\)the new architecture MRv2 or YARN divides the function of JobTracker into two nodes ResourceManager and ApplicationManager, more detail in http://hadoop.apache.org/common/docs/r0.23.0/hadoop-yarn/hadoop-yarn-site/YARN.html
(not randomly but according to data locality) to execute a map task (Mappers) and a number of TaskTrackers to execute a reduce task (Reducers). The job input data is divided into splits and is organized as a stream of keys/values records. In each split there is a matching mapper which converts the original records into intermediate results which are again in the form of key/value. The intermediate results are divided into partitions (each partition has a range of keys), which after the end of the map phase are distributed to the reducers (shuffle phase). Finally reducers apply a reduce function on each key. A MapReduce paradigm is given in Figure 2.2. MapReduce is designed to continue to work in the face of system failures. When a job is running, MapReduce monitors progress of each of the servers participating in the job. If one of them is slow in returning an answer or fails before completing its work, MapReduce automatically starts another instance of that task on another server that has a copy of the data. The complexity of the error handling mechanism is completely hidden from the programmer.

Figure 2.2: A MapReduce Computation, Image from [17]

2.1.2 HDFS

Hadoop comes with a distributed filesystem called HDFS [18], which stands for Hadoop Distributed File System. HDFS manages the storage of files across the cluster and enables global access to them. In comparison to other distributed filesystems, HDFS is on purpose implemented to be fault-tolerant, and to conveniently expose the location of data enabling Hadoop framework to take advantage of the “move-code-to-data” philosophy.

HDFS is optimized for storing large files, for streaming the files at high bandwidth, for running in commodity hardware. While HDFS is not performing well when the user application requires low-latency data access, when there are a lot of small files, and when the application requires arbitrary file modification. The filesystem is architected using the pattern write-once, read-many-times (simple coherency model). A dataset is generated once, and multiple analyses are performed on it during time. It is expected that the analysis will require the whole dataset, hence fully reading the dataset is more important than the latency of a random read.

In HDFS, files are broken into block-sized chunks, which are independently distributed in a number of nodes. Each block is saved as a separate file in the node’s local filesystem. The size of the block is large and a typical value would be 128MB, but it is a value chosen per client and per file. The large size of the block was picked, firstly, in order to take advantage of sequential I/O capabilities of disks,
secondly to minimize latencies because of random seeks and finally because it is logical input size to
the analysis framework.

HDFS is also designed to be fault tolerant, which means that each block should remain accessible
in the occur of system failures. The fault-tolerance feature is implemented through a replication
mechanism. Every block is stored in more than one node making highly unlikely that it can be lost.
By default, two copies of the block are saved on two different nodes in the same rank and a third copy
in a node located in a different rank. The HDFS software continually monitors the data stored on
the cluster and in case of a failure (node becomes unavailable, a disk drive fails, etc.) automatically
restores the data from one of the known good replicas stored elsewhere on the cluster.

Namenode

The namespace of the filesystem is maintained persistently by a master node called namenode. Along
with the namespace tree, this master node holds and creates the mapping between file blocks
and datanodes. In other words, namenode knows in which node the blocks of a file are saved (physical
location). The mapping is not saved persistently because it is reconstructed from the datanodes during
start phase, and because it dynamically changes over time. The internal structure of a namenode is
given in Figure 2.3.

![Figure 2.3: HDFS Namenode](image)

Holding the critical information (namespace, file metadata, mapping) in a unique master node
rather node than in a distributed way makes the system simpler. However, at the same time it makes
this node a single point of failure (SPOF) and creates scalability issues. From performance point
of view, it is required that the namenode holds the namespace entirely in RAM and that it will respond
fast to a client request. For reliability, it is necessary for the namenode to never fail, because the
cluster will not be functional. The information that is stored in the namenode should also never be
lost, because it will be impossible to reconstruct the files from the blocks. For the above reasons,
great effort has been made in order to maintain the master node, but at the same time to overcome
the drawbacks. In past versions, it was a common tactic to backup the information either in a remote
NFS mount or using a secondary namenode in which the namespace image was periodically merged
and could replace the original in case of failure. Nevertheless, these solutions were not ideal and two
new architectures (HDFS Federation and HDFS High-Availability) were introduced in the 2.x Hadoop
alpha release series to fundamentally resolve the above issues.

Datanode

As has been implied before, the blocks of a file are independently stored in nodes, which are called
datanodes. Every datanode in the cluster, during startup, makes itself available to the namenode
through a registration process. Apart from that, each datanode informs namenode which blocks has
in its possession by sending a block report. A block reports are sent periodically or when a change
takes place. Furthermore, every datanode sends heartbeat messages to the namenode to confirm that
it remains operational and that the data is safe and available. If a datanode stops operating, there
are error mechanisms in order to overcome the failure and maintain the availability of the block. Heartbeat messages also hold extra information, which helps the namenode run the cluster efficiently (e.g. storage capacity which enables namenode to make load balancing). One important architectural note is that namenode never directly calls datanodes; it uses replies to heartbeats to order a command to be executed in the datanode (e.g. to transfer a block to another node).

**HDFS Client**

User applications or Hadoop components (mappers or reducers) can access a file stored in the filesystem through the HDFS Client, a library which exports the interface of the underlying distributed filesystem. Like in other filesystems, HDFS supports all the basic operations such as reading files, writing files, creating directories, moving files, listing directories, deleting data. HDFS does not support updating a file, only appending it. In all operations, the client contacts first the namenode and in case of a data transfer, the client directly contacts the datanode to perform the transfer.

For read/write operations, clients of the HDFS simply use a standard Java input/output stream, as if the file was stored locally. Under the hood, the streams are modified to retrieve the data from the cluster in a transparent way. A summary of the two main operations as they have been described in [15] follows.

**Write Operation**

The overall procedure of the write operation is given in Figure 2.4. The client creates the file by calling create method on a DistributedFilesystem (DFS) object, then the DFS contacts the namenode and asks a new file to be created in the filesystem’s namespace. If the call succeeds, the client gets a special output stream called FSDataOutputStream responsible for communicating with the namenode and transferring the data to the datanodes. As the client writes data to the FSDataOutputStream, it splits the input into packets, which are enqueued in an internal queue (DataQueue). The packets are consumed by another thread (DataStreamer), which is responsible for asking the namenode to allocate new blocks, for receiving the target nodes where the blocks will be stored, for setting up the pipeline and finally for forwarding the first packet into the first datanode. The first datanode forwards the packet to the second one, the second one to the next one until the pipeline is finished. In the same time, FSDataOutputStream maintains a second internal queue (Ack Queue). In that queue packets are entered when sent (moved from the DataQueue) and removed when successfully acknowledged by the datanodes. When the client finishes writing data, it calls close() on the stream and waits for all packets to be acknowledged.

---

Figure 2.4: HDFS Write Operation

---

\[ a \text{ full list is given by executing the command "hadoop fs -help" } \]
packets to be acknowledged. Then it makes another call to the namenode to inform that the file is completed. The namenode waits for blocks to be minimally replicated before returning successfully.

If there is a failure during the writing, HDFS provides mechanisms to recover and to successfully succeed the writing process. What is happening behind the scenes is transparent to the client application, which will be only informed in extreme unrecoverable cases (e.g., run out of resources).

**Read Operation**

The client opens the file it wants to read by executing open method in a DistributedFileSystem (DFS) object. The DFS contacts namenode and asks for the locations of the blocks. For each block, the namenode returns the addresses of the datanode sorted according to their network proximity towards the client. The DFS returns a FSDataInputStream to the client from which it can read the data.

When the client calls read method on the stream, the stream connects to the datanode holding the first block. Data is streamed from the datanode to the client, which calls the read method repeatedly. When the end of the block is reached, the stream will disconnect from the datanode, and will connect to the next datanode for the next block. This is happening internally in the stream and is completely transparent to the client which just reads from a stream.

---

Figure 2.5: HDFS Read Operation

---

3 the blocks will be asynchronously replicated to its replication factor afterwards

4 same node, same rank, same data center, different data center
2.2 RDMA

The second part of the background chapter presents a short overview of the Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) networking model. An extended and more complete overview of RDMA can be found in [19, 20].

2.2.1 Benefits over Sockets

In the normal TCP/IP communication socket based model, there are some limitations with respect to multi-gigabit interconnects. Since TCP/IP performance has been well studied, in this subsection we describe only one issue which is an important performance bottleneck and which constitutes a fundamental argument in favor of switching to a better communication model.

This issue is the indirect data placement imposed by the socket abstraction as shown in Figure 2.6. When the application transmits data, the data is copied by the CPU from an application buffer (user space) into a temporary socket buffer (kernel space). Then the TCP/IP stack uses the CPU to create an appropriate TCP packet by adding the header. Finally, the packet is brought to the network interface controller (NIC) by a DMA copy. On the receive path, the inverse procedure takes place. The copy from userspace to kernelspace causes an overhead to the CPU, and this overhead is function of the bandwidth the application communicates with. As it has been shown [21] the CPU overhead on the end-hosts in order to transmit/receive data in 10 Gbps is by far non-negligible and primarily is due to excessive data copy. As a result, the current communication model poses a performance as well as an efficiency bottleneck in applications which require significant amount of data transfers and which are interconnected by a multi-gigabit network fabric.

2.2.2 Remote Direct Memory Access

Remote Direct Memory Access (RDMA) is a communication mechanism which allows a system to place the data directly into its final location in the memory of the remote system without any additional data copy (Figure 2.7).

This feature is called zero-copy or direct data placement (DDP) and enables efficient networking. An RDMA-enabled network interface controller (RNIC) provides to the operating system an RDMA-ed network stack which enables direct data transfers from the local memory of one host to the memory of the remote host through. The RDMA model differs significantly from the classical socket-based model. For example when a data transfer takes place, the following procedure is followed: applications in both end register to their RNICs which memory location (address and length) should be exchanged, then the RNIC fetches the data from that buffer without CPU involvement using DMA and transfers them across the network. The receiving RNIC places the inbound data directly to the final location at a destination buffer of the application.
2.2.3 InfiniBand, iWARP, RoCE, SoftiWARP and RDMA Verbs

InfiniBand is a high speed network fabric used in high-performance computing and enterprise data centers. Nodes connected to that fabric require to have special host channel adapters (HCAs) which are the equivalent of a NIC in an ethernet network. Infiniband originally supported RDMA communication model through a queue-based programming model. This queue-based model is offered by the HCA to the applications through a verb interface. Internet Wide Area RDMA Protocol (iWARP) is a set of protocols on top of the IP layer which enable a network interface card to directly place data into destination buffers without CPU involvement. iWARP provides also a verb interface which is a subset of the InfiniBand verb interface. iWARP development was focus on TCP/IP transport protocol and hence it became synonymous to RDMA over TCP/IP. Nevertheless, there is also RDMA over Converged Ethernet (RoCE) which is an RDMA implementation that operates exactly over the ethernet layer. All the above implementations required specific hardware. SoftiWARP on the other hand is a software implementation over TCP/IP, which enables a commodity ethernet NIC to handle RDMA traffic in software. In essence, every RDMA-enabled NIC has to provide the RDMA Protocol Verbs interface and for that reason is called RDMA verb provider. In Figure 2.8, a visual summary of the existing possible RDMA providers is given. From an application perspective, application interacts through the verb interface, and should be designed to follow the queue-based RDMA networking model.

![Figure 2.8: RDMA Verb Providers](image)

2.2.4 RDMA Data Transfer Operations

An application using the RDMA networking concept can perform one of the following operations (Figure 2.9): send, receive, RDMA read and RDMA write. The first two (send and receive) are called two-sided operations because require both ends to actively be involved in the transfer. Specifically, every send operation should have a matching receive operation posted by the application at the remote side. Before a send operation takes place, the client is required to have registered to the RNIC the application buffer from which the data should be sent. In the receive operation, the client should have also registered the memory location where the incoming data should be placed. RDMA applications can also perform a direct RDMA read or write operation. As the name implies, RDMA read operation copies the data from a buffer located in the remote memory into a local buffer, whereas RDMA write does the opposite. These operations are called one-sided operation because only the application that issues the operation is involved in the data transfer. At the remote side, the operation is served exclusively by the RDMA transport provider without application knowledge. In contrast to two-sided operation, application now should have a prior knowledge about the target.
remote memory location. In more detail, the client should know the target memory address, the length of the data and an identifier of the buffer (called Steering Tag, or STag). Therefore, RDMA one-sided operations require an out-of-band buffer advertisement mechanism before the data transfer takes place.

Figure 2.9: RDMA Operations, Image from [19]

2.2.5 RDMA Queue-Based Programming Model

RDMA communication model differs significantly from the classical socket-based model. It offers a queue-based asynchronous communication model between the application (verbs consumer) and the RNIC (verbs provider). Without going into detail, a brief summary of the model is the following: RDMA communication is based on three queues: send queue (SQ), receive queue (RQ), completion queue (CQ). The SQ and RQ are called work queues (WQs) and they are always created in a pair, referred to as queue pair (QP). One-sided operations along with send operations are posted on the SQ, while the receive operation is posted on the RQ. A completion queue (CQ), which is a container for work completion objects (WC), is attached to a QP and is used to notify application when an RDMA operation placed on that QP has been completed.

When sending data, application creates a send work request (SendWR) and posts this request on it’s SQ. The SendWR informs RNIC which buffer should be sent. The RNIC asynchronously fetches the SendWR from SQ and executes the data transfer. On the receiving side, the application has posted a receive work request (ReceiveWR) on the RQ, which contains the memory location where the incoming data should be saved. The RNIC matches each incoming send message to exactly one ReceiveWR. Once an RDMA operation is completed a completion queue element (CQE) is created and placed on the CQ. Application by waiting on CQ channel for completion queue events knows when the data were transfered. The overall procedure is given in the Figure 2.10 and is explained in detail [21].
Figure 2.10: Queue-Based Model, Image from [19]
Chapter 3

Design of an In-Memory RDMA-based HDFS

This chapter describes the design of Hadoop Distributed File System in order to operate as an in-memory system and in order to adopt efficiently the RDMA networking model. The chapter is structured as follows: first, an overview of the RDMA semantics is given; second, Hadoop networking phases are analysed, and third, the in-memory architecture is described. Finally, in the last sections, important topics concerning RDMA, performance and scalability are discussed.

3.1 RDMA Semantics

The RDMA networking model provides rich communication semantics, among them the ones which characterize better the model and which were taken into consideration during the implementation are summarized in the Table 3.1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Semantic</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Buffer Management</td>
<td>Explicit communication buffer management: contrary to normal TCP/IP based application, an RDMA enabled application should allocate, register to the RNIC and manage its communication buffer (or Memory Regions).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One-Sided Operations</td>
<td>Application should primarily make use of one-sided operation, which require a buffer advertisement mechanism. The receiving side of one-sided operation should not be involved in application logic. For instance, when a client reads a block from a datanode, the datanode should do nothing in application logic. Main reason is that remote side of one-sided operation cannot implicitly be notified of a completion of an operation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asynchronous Semantics</td>
<td>The application should overlap communication with computation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Control Vs Data Path</td>
<td>Application should carefully separate control path from data path. The data that the application uses should remain stored in a static location in memory. The control messages should only be exchanged between the application units.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td>Semantic aggregation of operations, grouping of work posting, completion notification, RDMA hidden costs.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3.1: RDMA Semantics
3.2 Hadoop Network I/O

In this section, we looked into Hadoop network traffic which is a necessary step before integrating a new networking model. Hadoop is a framework running in clusters, and therefore creates significant network traffic. In Figure 3.1 an overview of the network phases during a complete MapReduce task is given and in Table 3.2 each phase is explained. As expected, the underlying distributed file system is mainly responsible for the network transfers.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Phase</th>
<th>Info</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Data Ingest (+Replication)</td>
<td>During the initial data loading operation, huge size datasets are pushed into the cluster. Network links can be saturated, and significant portion of the resources should be allocated for the phase. The replication mechanism increases greatly the data size and therefore, the need for resources. In most cases, this phase is not time critical. In an RDMA-enabled HDFS, we expect to lower the CPU footprint, which will result in increasing the computation resources or will decrease the cluster power consumption.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Read Input</td>
<td>Due to data-locality philosophy, there is no significant networking traffic during this phase. In an in-memory Hadoop, data-locality implementation should be extended accordingly, so workers to read directly the data from the memory.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Shuffle Phase</td>
<td>The networking performance of this phase is crucial because it defines to a great extent the execution time of a MapReduce task. There has been proposed an RDMA optimization [14] which showed a 36% optimization in execution times by using RDMA technology. Nevertheless, this phase does not include HDFS, and hence, it is outside our work.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Write Output</td>
<td>Contrary to the data ingest, this step usually involves smaller datasets (size depends on the application) and it is time critical. In normal cases, it requires low latency because the job submitter waits for a reply or in a chain job, the output would be the input for the next step. In our implementation, we expect to improve the performance of this phase.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>In a big cluster, there are many administrative tasks that require data transfer and demand resources. For example, “rebalancing” case in which the namenode takes care that data is uniformly stored in the cluster. This step is not time critical, and we expect to decrease again the CPU footprint.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Figure 3.1: Hadoop Networking Phases](image)
3.3 In-Memory RDMA-Enabled Architecture

The architecture of HDFS as it was described in the background chapter consists of one master node (namenode), a number of slave nodes (datanodes) and clients who use the filesystem. Altering HDFS to an in-memory system and applying the RDMA communication model requires modification in all parts of the architecture.

To start with, the namenode should hold the extra information needed by the RDMA communication model. In comparison to the normal architecture, namenode maintains a list of available stags\(^1\) for every operational datanode in the cluster. These stags will be used by a client in order to write a new block. Furthermore, for every stored block in the cluster, namenode holds the information in which datanodes the block is physically stored, along with the exact memory location. This information will be used by a client during a read operation. The summary of the namenode is given in Figure 3.2.

On the datanode side, extensive modification is also required. First, a new component, which will manage the memory and will serve the RDMA operations, should be added. The performance of this unit is crucial in terms of performance and scalability. Second, data is essentially moved from disk to memory. Specifically, data should be found in memory during a read or a write operation. Outside HDFS operations, data is stored also on a disk which is necessary for scalability (big data) and administrative (reboot) issues. In essence, slow storage devices are removed from the critical path and maintained outside of it. Furthermore, the node is designed to allocate memory space for future write operations (available stags) and to store the mapping between memory locations (block stags) and the existing stored blocks. In Figure 3.3 the structure of an RDMA-enabled datanode is shown.

---

\(^1\)Steering Tag (STag): is an identifier of a node’s memory buffer registered for RDMA operations. An Stag is used to reference a registered buffer for local and remote read and write operations.
Finally, the communication model among namenode, datanodes and clients requires also to be extended. In the RDMA-enabled architecture (Figure 3.4), datanodes inform the namenode first about their available stags, and second in which memory locations are located the blocks that they already store. The communication between namenode and clients should be extended in order to include the necessary stag information during read/write operation. This would be the out-of-band buffer advertisement mechanism that RDMA one-sided operations require, and the HDFS RPC framework for message exchange between nodes is a good fit. Eventually, the data transfers protocols need to be modified to be RDMA based; this requires modification in the transport level in both HDFS client library and in the datanodes.

Figure 3.4: RDMA-Enabled Architecture

Write - Read Operations

The read, write operation works in a straightforward way under RDMA. For reasons that will be explained later in this chapter, these two operations are based on one-sided operations. When writing a block into HDFS, the client will ask the namenode to which datanodes the new block should be saved. The namenode will respond with the target nodes, but it will include also a memory location (stag) for each node in the response. This memory location is available for writing, and it has been advertised by the datanode to the namenode in a non-critical moment. The client can directly perform an RDMA write operation on the memory location indicated by the namenode. Data is replicated forward in the pipeline by further RDMA write operations. In a similar way, when a client wants to read, it will receive from the namenode the datanode, along with the memory location, in which the block is saved. A direct RDMA read operation will fetch the data locally. A detailed technical description is given in the next chapter.

3.4 Hidden Costs of RDMA

According to [21] the performance of the RDMA networking model is greatly defined by how efficiently two inner tasks are used. These two tasks are the connection establishment and the memory registration.
3.4.1 Connection Establishment Cost

Before an RDMA operation can be performed, a connection setup between the two RNICs should take place. This connection setup, contrary to the TCP/IP handshaking, is a time-consuming process, and an estimation of the overhead delay is around 200 ms as stated in [21]. Therefore, in our implementation, special focus was given to maintain the connections opened. In particular, every connection, when established successfully, is cached, and can be reused. Of course, maintaining such a cache of established connections requires that both ends remain active, which is not always the case in HDFS application logic. For example, connections between datanodes\(^2\) can be cached since datanodes remain alive for ever. Whereas caching connections from/to HDFS clients has a temporary significance since client instances are terminated when finish. In our implementation, connections are established only when it is necessary, and they are maintained as long as possible.

A challenging issue is how the following problem can be solved: a client instance A creates a connection to a datanode. When A finishes its work, it dies. Another client instance is created in the same physical machine and needs to connect to the same datanode, can the new client make use of the connection that the first client established? A potential solution would be an RDMA-connection cache to be maintained by the RNIC, and the application should be able to use it.

3.4.2 Buffer Registration Cost

Registering memory to the RNIC is a time-consuming, as well as, CPU demanding task. For that reasons, there should be given extra attention not to have memory registration during the critical path. Furthermore, for better CPU utilization, application should reuse the already registered buffers. In our design, there are mainly two cases where memory registration takes place.

First, the datanode registers the buffers in which clients will write blocks in the future. The registration is not in the critical path and usually takes place during the initialization of the node. In more detail, there are two strategies, one: the node to register all the buffers at the beginning or two: node to register buffers incrementally when a write takes place. Both cases are from an RDMA perspective the same, since the registration is outside the critical path and the reuse of these buffers is not possible\(^3\). Which of the two strategies\(^4\) should be followed is a memory management topic (how much memory is available for HDFS, how much memory other processes in the node require, etc.)

Second, memory registration takes place in a client when it wants to write a block. The problem here is that input file is split into slices of variable size (known at runtime), each slice is saved in a buffer, and these buffers are given to HDFS client. Furthermore, after the application has written some slices, the destination node becomes known to the client. In other words, HDFS client does not know neither the destination, neither which buffer will have the data to pre register it. Thus, the memory registration of the communication buffers is, in application logic, located into the critical path, i.e., client creates a buffer, it puts data to the buffer, it gets the destination, then it can register the buffers and sends them. There can be many solutions to this problem. A good solution to that problem is: the client will ask buffers from a pool, it will register the buffer, and it will return them back to the pool after successfully place the content to the remote memory. Hence, the client, after a number of slices, will start reusing the buffers and there will be no need for further registration.

\(^2\)maintaining the connection between datanodes in the same rank can be very beneficial because replication mechanism puts the first two replicas in the same rank  
\(^3\)the implementation does not support the deletion operation, in that operation the buffer will be reused  
\(^4\)in the future SoftiWARP + memory lazy pining will make this decision irrelevant since the allocated HDFS buffers will not remain the memory but they will be swapped to the disk releasing memory
3.5 One-Sided Vs Two-Sided Operations

Two-sided operations do not express the RDMA semantics well enough. Apart from this common belief, we decided to base our implementation on one-sided operations for the following reason: the communication pattern and the behavior of the client is completely unknown. Hence, the datanode cannot post in advance the appropriate post-receive calls, which will serve the clients request. In more detail, for every connected RDMA client, datanode is not aware whether the client is a reader or a writer of a block (it might be both), it is not aware when the client will perform an operation (maybe never), and finally it has no information about the length of the data. Due to that, two-sided operation will create a number of issues:

- Memory scalability issue: Datanode cannot reserve resources for long-lived clients. Let’s say we have 10 clients, connected to the datanode and block size equals to 64MB. In that case, the datanode will have constantly reserved 640MB of memory in order to serve a potential send post from the clients. Register a HDFS-block-sized buffer per active client greatly reduce how many clients can simultaneously be connected.

- Memory efficiency utilization: Memory might not be efficiently used because resources will be reserved waiting for clients to make use of them. For example, the datanode has 256MB memory and 4 HDFS-blocksized buffers (b1,b2,b3,b4) of 64MB are registered. The datanode has 3 active clients (c1, c2,c3) which means that b1 buffer is assigned to post-receive for c1 client, b2 for c2, b3 for c3. Client c1 writes once buffer b1, server assigns buffer b4, c1 writes again buffer b4, c1 wants to write one more time. In that situation, no memory exists for a further write by c1. Clients c2, c3 might never write again.

- RDMA failures: The length of the data and how many times the client will post a send request is defined on the fly. For example, a client wants to write a block of 32MB. In order to replicate the block through a pipeline the data should be transferred in chunks of 8MB. In that situation, the client should post 4 send requests and the server should post on time 4 receive requests assigned to the same buffer. Nevertheless, in Hadoop, both block size and chunk size is defined by the client on the runtime. Thus, another client might write a 64MB block with 4MB chunk size or with 64MB size if no replication is needed; the server cannot know how many receives should post.

The above remarks are indicative situations in which two-sided operations might not be a good fit, and in large distributed systems, more issues might appear. In all cases, one-side operations seem to be more flexible and better suited for this communication pattern when transferring data. Of course, it is a matter of decision and implementing Hadoop write operation using two-sided operation is possible as long as all the problems would properly be identified and handled. To our belief, such implementation would have added a great amount of complexity, and it would have not taken advantage of RDMA semantics as much as one-sided operations.

On the other side, two-sided operations are a good fit for control messages. Control messages can be stored in a buffer with known and small size. Therefore, posting a number of receive per client will not prevent the system from scaling, neither will consume important resources for clients who might be inactive for long time. Furthermore, transferring control messages using two-sided operation does not require a careful synchronization between post sends and post receives. The server should just manage to always have a receive, connected to a control buffer, posted.

---

5 post send on the client side, post receive on the datanode server side

6 the post-send/receives cannot be posted synchronously in one call because of the pipeline
3.6 Scaling Beyond Physical Memory

Up to this point, the proposed design indicated a distributed data processing system which operates completely in memory. Maintaining all data in the physical memory is clearly not a scalable solution, in particular, when the system targets at big-data scale. Our system is designed to scale up to large data volumes. This target can be accomplished by adapting a lazy memory pinning technique as proposed in [22].

In a hardware-based RDMA implementation, registering memory buffers to the RNIC would require that this memory location gets pinned by the OS and stays resident to the physical memory. In a such RDMA system, memory resources will shortly be run out, because the memory, which is registered for RDMA operations, cannot be swapped out to disk. In the software-based RDMA implementation, we can overcome this limitation. Any memory registered to a SoftiWARP RNIC will not be pinned until it is accessed for an RDMA operation. Outside of RDMA operations, memory can be paged out, and physical memory resources can be used by other processes or for storing further data. In more detail, when sufficient memory is available, all data would be in memory, and the system would operate natively as an in-memory. When nodes are short of physical memory, data would be swapped out on disk. If an RDMA operation needs to be performed on that memory, it would be swapped in again. The overhead, as well as the performance, of a such system should be compared to a system, which is working with files and makes use of the operating system cache.

Lazy memory pinning would be provided by the RNIC, and application implementation does not need to be modified. The task of transferring data between disk and memory is assigned completely to the operating system. Our benefit would be that the total storage capacity of the system would be equal to the total virtual memory of the cluster, which exceeds by far the physical memory.

3.7 Replication Mechanism

HDFS is a high fault-tolerant distributed filesystem, a feature which is provided through a replication mechanism. In an in-memory system this mechanism should be fundamentally questioned and redesigned for a number of reasons. First, replicating blocks and maintaining them in a node’s memory greatly limits the storage capabilities of the cluster. Therefore, new approaches can be followed: for example, one replica of the block should be always in a node’s memory, while the remaining copies should be stored on the disk; namenode on demand will define which block will be in memory and should forward this information to the client application. Second, error recovery efficiency depends on the fact that the network topology is known and that replicas are strategically saved on a combination of nodes which minimize the possibility of a data loss. Nevertheless, this information might not be always known, e.g., in a virtual environment, and thus the fault-tolerance performance is significantly decreased. Third, this replication mechanism, which is based in a pipeline, was suggested because it minimizes the network traffic. This approach fits in a data center with the classical hierarchical network topology. However, ”flat fabric” (e.g., Portland[23]), as well as multi-gigabit network architectures are being planned at a growing number and for that reasons, a different approach, like parallel writing of the block, could be a better idea. Nevertheless, this master thesis did not further investigate this topic, and the original mechanism was maintained.

\[^7\]e.g., if possible a map task should be executed in the node which holds the data in memory and not in a node which have the data on the disk
Chapter 4

Implementation

4.1 Project Info

Hadoop is an Apache project and all the components are available through the Apache open source license. It is written in Java, mainly for cross-platform portability. In this master thesis, we picked to modify Hadoop version 0.23 as it was released in February 2012. The decision in favor of an unstable alpha version versus the latest stable release, was taken because a future RDMA integration might be possible. However, working with such a new version made things more difficult because of its complexity (complete new architectures were introduced), the lack of documentation (how to set up a cluster) and its instability (execution times varied significantly during benchmarking). The Java version under which the system was compiled and tested was 1.7. Integrating RDMA communication model in a Java project was feasible thanks to jVerbs [24].

4.2 Anatomy of an RDMA Node

Every RDMA-enabled node in a distributed system should be robust and flexible. It is required to act efficiently either as server or as client and always in a completely asynchronous manner. In our design, there are two main classes, which implement an RDMA node: RdmaServer and RdmaClient. An overview of the design is given in Figure 4.1.

RdmaServer is created first and handles all the critical actions, while the RdmaClient(s) is created afterwards and originates from a parent RdmaServer (in order to make use of its registered memory). RdmaClient is, in essence, an active connection from the local RdmaServer to a remote RdmaServer. An important note here is that the RdmaClient can be created either when the local RdmaServer passively receives an incoming connection, either when the RdmaServer actively creates a connection to a remote node due to the application logic. For example, a datanode should create an inbound client when a HDFS application is writing a block to it, and an outbound client when the node itself connects to an another datanode when forming the pipeline. In more detail, RdmaServer is responsible for the following tasks:

1. It handles all the memory registration. This task should be performed under a unique protection domain in order all RdmaClients to be able to perform operations on the same memory locations (e.g., a datanode should forward a local memory buffer, which was written by a client, to another datanode).

2. It listens in a loop for new incoming connections and creates on demand new outgoing connections. For every connection, a predefined window of post-receive calls is posted\(^1\). In a distributed

\(^1\)reminder: two-sided operations carry only control messages, and therefore, the server knows what buffer size to post
system, the implementation of this part is critical, and it should enable a very large number of clients to establish a connection concurrently\textsuperscript{2}.

3. It maintains a unique cache of all active clients, inbound or outbound. Every client should be identified by the pair IP address and the port number, because this information is only given to the transport layer by the application\textsuperscript{3}.

4. All RDMA operations (post-Send/Receive, RDMA-write/receive) are executed always through this server.

Managing the memory efficiently is crucial, for that reason the server maintains a subclass, called PoolBuffer. PoolBuffer is responsible for a dynamic distribution of the direct buffers in order to reuse buffers as much as possible and to totally control the memory usage\textsuperscript{4}. The following example explains how the pool buffer is working:

1. Client C1 requires to transfer data of size 512 Bytes to a remote node.
2. C1 asks from the PoolBuffer a buffer of 512 Bytes.
3. PoolBuffer creates (allocateDirect) a buffer of size 512 Bytes and returns it to C1.
4. C1 performs an RDMA operation, during which the buffer is registered to the RNIC\textsuperscript{5}.
5. When the buffer serves its purpose (e.g., when consumed by a post receive call), it is returned to the pool.
6. Later on, another client C2 requires a buffer of size 512 Bytes, PoolBuffer will return an already register buffer\textsuperscript{6}.
7. C2 will perform an RDMA operation without memory registration\textsuperscript{7}.

### Hiding Complexity of Control Messages

As we have discussed, data transfers are made through one-sided RDMA operations, which simplified significantly the implementation of the data path. Nevertheless, in real world applications, like HDFS, a large number of control messages should be exchanged. Moving the responsibility of handling all the communication buffers for the control messages to the upper layers of the application adds great complexity. For that reason, a good idea would have been to maintain the existing socket-based communication just for the control path. Nevertheless, it was decided to implement all the functionality of HDFS using the RDMA communication model. For that purpose, a robust mechanism, which hides the explicit buffer management from the upper layer, was created.

The RdmaClient creates two queues, named postQueue and commandQueue. The postQueue holds in the right order the buffers that are expected to be consumed by the post-receive calls. The commandQueue holds the content of the communication buffers after they have been consumed. At the same time, RdmaServer creates a unique daemon, called Poller. The Poller loops over a global completion queue (CQR), which is only connected to the completed post receive calls. Upon a completion event, Poller identifies in which client (through the QP number) the post-receive was consumed, and transparently transfer the content of the communication buffer to other part of the program, which will make use of it. A description of the mechanism is the following:

\textsuperscript{2}this part of the server was implemented in Java according to an example in C as found in \url{http://thegeekinthecorner.wordpress.com/2010/09/28/rdma-read-and-write-with-ib-verbs/}
\textsuperscript{3}acquiring the IP address of an inbound client is a future work in jVerbs
\textsuperscript{4}in Java direct buffers are outside the heap and GC is not working efficiently
\textsuperscript{5}i.e., client asks the RdmaServer to register the buffer and a hash map entry between the buffer and an IbvMr is added to a hash table, called rBufMrMap
\textsuperscript{6}Neither PoolBuffer or the client is aware that the buffer is registered, only RdmaServer knows through the hash table rBufMrMap
\textsuperscript{7}The client will query the hash table rBufMap maintained by its parent RdmaServer in order get this knowledge
1. An external node makes an RDMA connection to the server.

2. A client instance is created, three buffers from the pool are inserted on the postQueue, and three post-receive calls are placed.

3. Asynchronously, the post-receive call is consumed and the Poller gets a completion event. Poller identifies the right client, extracts the content of the buffer and places it to the commandQueue. Finally, Poller returns the buffer to the pool and orders a new post-receive for that client.

4. Parts of that program that are interested in the content, should loop over the commandQueue and will be informed instantly.

To our belief, the above mechanism provides a transparent use of two-sided operations given that only RdmaServer is managing communication buffers. At the same time, the threads which make use of the RDMA connection, receive the control messages through a fixed interface (commandQueue). Furthermore, the mechanism offers efficiency because all buffers are returned to the pool and can be reused. Additionally, it is robust because many connections (RdmaClients) can be supported. Every time a completion event takes place, another post-receive call should be placed. In that way, the other side can continue post send operations to the server. If reposting a receive is not possible, an error mechanism should be implemented.

![Figure 4.1: RDMA Node](image)
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4.3 Removing Hard Disk from the Critical Path

According to the design, slow storage devices should fundamentally be removed from the critical path, but maintained out of it. Specifically, during a read or a write operation, the data should be read from or written to a memory location without touching disk. If data is not in memory, the OS will fetch it from the disk using the virtual memory mechanism. The above design requirement was implemented by storing the data using memory mapped files. Memory mapped files can be modified as a memory buffer, but the content is written back to disk in a synchronous or asynchronous way. In more detail, we succeeded the following: during a write operation, a block is written quickly to a buffer in memory, while asynchronously the content of the buffer is written to the hard disk. Contrary to our design, normal Hadoop is waiting data to be written on the disk. An important note here is that finally, OS caching defines whether disk is used or not in critical path.

4.4 Refactoring HDFS Write Operation

In this subsection, without going into the details of the source code, we try to give an insight of how things were modified and what the expectations are. Figure 4.2 describes how a client executes a write operation, e.g., when a reducer writes an output file. The data are received by the HDFS client layer as a sequence of chunks (every chunk is a byte buffer of 512 Bytes). The total number of chunks depends on the file size. For every chunk, a header is added and they are copied into a packet object, which is a container of chunks. The size of the packet is usually 64 KB. When a packet is full, it is pushed to a queue. Another thread (DataStreamer) waits on that queue, and sends the packets into the socket when it is ready. Ready means that the thread has asked the namenode, it has received the target datanodes, and it has established the pipeline. The data is copied to a temporary direct buffer owned by JDK code, and then is copied into a kernel buffer before finally send over the network. On the receiving side there is a slight lighter procedure, but it remains quite the same. It is obvious that in overall, a number of unnecessary copies takes place, which makes the communication at multi-gigabit networks extremely not efficient in terms of performance and CPU utilization.

In our implementation, things changed according to the RDMA semantics. HDFS client receives the data and stores them directly to a userspace buffer. No other data transfer takes place internally. This is the data path (green area in Figure 4.3). The rest of the implementation was maintained, but now it just carries control messages. For example the data queue contains a packet which basically holds a memory reference. This constitutes the control path (blue area in Figure 4.3). When the DataStreamer thread fetches the packet, it just RDMA writes from the local address, which was indicated by the packet, to a remote address, which was indicated by the namenode. Due to the above modification, we expect that the write operation would be faster and would require less CPU cycles.

4.5 Anatomy of a Write

In this section, we provide a sequential description of the write operation. The sequence diagram is given in Figure 4.4. Firstly, the client executes the create method which asks the namenode to create an empty file. The namenode, after checking a number of parameters (permissions, free space, etc.), creates successfully the file and informs the client to proceed.

The input file is split in small slices (8 MB) and every slice is saved into a temporary buffer. The address of the buffer is added into a queue, called data queue. When there is a buffer to be sent in the queue, a thread, called DataStreamer, contacts the namenode using the method addBlock and asks to write a new block. The namenode will respond with a pipeline of datanodes along with the block id. The namenode will respond only after checking that the client is the lease holder for the file and any prior operation has been completed (e.g., previous write).
When the client will have the target nodes, it will remove the buffer from the queue and it will send it through an RDMA write operation to its destination. In more details, the client will post a non-signaled RDMA write from the local address (address of the buffer) to a remote address as indicated in the pipeline. In the same RDMA call, it will post a zero signaled RDMA read operation. When this call (write and read together) is completed successfully (the client will wait on the CQ), it will post a send, including a control message which will contain the directions to the first datanode.
how to forward the data over the pipeline. In that way, we have a true zero transfer (non-signal write), we are sure that the data transfer has finished (signaled read) and then we can safely ask from the datanode to forward further the data. Grouping everything in one call and eliminating the zero read for performance issues is a future optimization. The buffer is forwarded through the pipeline. In our implementation, datanodes depend completely on the information of the control messages in order to forward the buffer. The last node in the pipeline will acknowledge directly to the client that the buffer has been forwarded to its memory. Thus, there can be a flow control in the system as exist in the normal Hadoop version. At some point, the buffer, which was extracted from the data queue, would be marked as the last buffer in the block. Then the client will also post a control message indicating the end of block. All datanodes will receive this message, they will store the block (this stag will be connected to that block id) and they will inform the namenode about the reception. If there are more buffers in the queue, the same procedure will be repeated.

When the client is done writing, it will call the complete method to the namenode. This function returns a boolean to indicate whether the file has been closed successfully or not. A call to complete method will not return true until all blocks have been replicated the minimum number of times. Client might call complete method several times before succeeding.
Figure 4.4: Sequence Diagram for RDMA-Enabled HDFS Write with replication
4.6 Anatomy of a Read

The RDMA-enabled read operation has not significantly changed from the original version because the normal API had to be maintained. In Figure 4.5 the sequence diagram of a read operation is shown. The overall procedure remains the same as described in the background chapter. The difference here is that when the InputStream will ask for the location of the blocks, the namenode will return the extra information where the blocks are saved in memory (stags). Therefore, when the stream will contact directly the datanode to fetch the data, it will do it through an RDMA read operation. The buffer which finally stores the data, will be wrapped as stream and will be given to the client for reading. In our implementation when the stream requires data from a datanode it fetches always the complete block\(^8\). This might be a disadvantage if the client does not want to read fully the file, nevertheless it provides the best performance in the normal case. In the future, the HDFS API of the reader should be modified in order to take advantage of the RDMA communication model. The API should be formed around the topic "ByteBuffer-based read API for DFSInputStream" (jira HDFS-2834). This improvement, which was introduced in a later version than the one we modified, adds great flexibility and fits greatly to the RDMA communication model. In a nutshell, the client will supply its own buffer and the data will be copied directly into that buffer. In this way, client defines the size and the offset of the data, which is not the case when using a stream.

---

\(^8\) It fetches always from an offset to the end of the block
Chapter 5

Evaluation

This chapter evaluates the implementation of our in-memory RDMA-enabled HDFS. In the first part of chapter, we verify the correctness of our work through a number of validation checks. In the second part, we proceed to the assessment of the performance, and compare our modified version to the original version.

5.1 Validation

The validation of the implementation was checked in the following ways:

- A bunch of read/write operations: as described in Listing 5.1, we were testing constantly the system by reading and writing files of variable size. The validation check was obvious, to receive the exact same data without error.

- Replication validation test: as described in Listing 5.2, the replication mechanism was tested by writing files into HDFS with replication factor equal to the number of datanodes in the cluster. Then, the validation check was to verify that the data folder in each datanode holds the exact same data.

- Execution of MapReduce tasks: making a real MapReduce task to work would indicate whether the HDFS API was supported correctly or not. The implementation worked for the MapReduce tasks listed in Listing 5.3. The output of our implementation was checked for its correctness towards the output of the normal Hadoop.

Listing 5.1: Validation 1: Write/Read

```bash
FILES="file32MB file64MB ... file1024MB"
# Uploading Files
for f in FILES
    hadoop fs -put f f
# Downloading Files
for f in FILES
    hadoop fs -get f f cp
# Validation Check
for f in FILES
    md5sum f f cp
```

Listing 5.2: Validation 2: Replication

```bash
FILES="file32MB file64MB ... file1024MB"
# Uploading Files
for f in FILES
    hadoop fs -Ddfs.replication=4 -put f f
# Get the data from DN
for node in DNs
    x[i++]="ssh node md5sum `/hddata/blk` "
# Validation Check
compare ([x])
```
5.2 Performance Benchmarks

In the second part of the evaluation chapter, we executed a number of benchmark tests in order to assess the performance of our implementation towards the original version.

5.2.1 Setup

The testbed was a small non-uniform cluster of five IBM servers. Each server was running Linux (Debian stable 64 bit, kernel version 2.6.36.2), was equipped 4x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E55XX @ 2.XXHz, the memory was between 6 GB to 8 GB. All servers were connected to a 10 GbE switch. The Hadoop version was 0.23.1(RDMA), the java version was 1.7.0_03, and the HDFS block size was 32 MB. We used exclusively SoftIWARP implementation, which means that the RDMA functionality was provided in software level. With the exception of a machine, which was always dedicated as a namenode, the role of the rest machines were changing according to the benchmark needs. The cluster structure is given in Figure 5.1.

![Figure 5.1: Testbed Setup](image-url)
5.2.2 Monitoring Methodology

We performed a series of benchmarks in which we compared our implementation (RDMA-Hadoop) versus the original version 0.23.1 which was modified (Normal-Hadoop). In every benchmark, we monitored the behavior of a node using a robust, very informative monitor script. In more detail, we created a generic python monitoring script, which measures every important info of the node. It measures among others CPU usage, memory usage, I/O activity, network bandwidth, context switch. A sketch of how the script works and which UNIX monitor tools were used is given in Listing 5.4. The script receives the output of the monitoring commands every second and saves the output into CSV files for analysis. Therefore, in every experiment we had a complete and accurate system profile of the nodes.

Listing 5.4: Monitoring Script

Among the monitoring tools, Oprofile [25] is the most important. Oprofile is a low overhead open-source system-wide profiler for linux and it can be used to find CPU usage in the whole system and within processes. In Figure 5.2, we present an example CPU-usage graph of a node, which was ordered to perform a MapReduce task (WordCount). As we observe, during this task, the node used fully all the four CPUs, and according to the Oprofile, 580006 CPU cycles were spent in total.
5.2.3 Uploading a Big File in the Cluster

We performed the following benchmark: one external client uploads a big file of size 2048 MB into a cluster consisting of three datanodes and then it reads the same file back (Listing 5.5). The test was performed twice, one versus our RDMA-enabled implementation and one versus the normal version. The HDFS blocksize was 32 MB and the replication factor was one.

Listing 5.5: Benchmark 1: Upload/Download Big File to Cluster

The results are given in Figure 5.3. Both graphs were created by the output of the Oprofile tool which indicates how many CPU cycles the system did during the test. The benchmark was repeated several times and each time the numbers were similar. Further, the results were compared to the output of the unix command "top" which also measures CPU usage and they were in accordance.

We observed that during write operation there has been a great reduction in CPU usage in both sides. On the datanodes side, in order to save a 64 block-sized file in the cluster, the system spent around 31299 CPU cycles in the normal implementation, while it spent around 11789 CPU cycles in ours (62%). On the client side, the CPU usage was 21014 cycles in normal version versus 4926 cycles in our implementation (70%).

Figure 5.2: Example CPU Usage Graph during a WordCount Task
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As far as the read operation is concerned, a slight optimization was also observed. On the datanodes side, the CPU cycles were reduced from 12944 in the normal implementation to 10078 in the RDMA-enabled implementation (22%). On the client side the change was insignificant, 41371 vs 39504 (4%).

Comparing the systems in a distributed way is difficult for three reasons. Firstly, the cluster datanodes have not the exact same hardware, thus summing up the results is not completely correct. Secondly, the distribution of the blocks to the datanodes is not stable or uniform, some datanodes will receive more blocks than others. Finally, the duration of the tests varies significantly, even between the same test in the same version. For that reasons, we repeated the same benchmark in a one-datanode cluster. In that case we have the same hardware and a unique block distribution. Nevertheless, the duration remains variable, but in this benchmark it does not make difference because we investigate the CPU usage until the task is done and no other process runs on the machine. We got the results, which are shown in Figure 5.4, and which verify the previous results. Furthermore, the system profile (CPU and net usage) of the datanode during the write part of the benchmark is given in Figure 5.5. From this figure, we observe that the optimization in CPU cycles is translated in an around 9% of the total CPU usage as stated by the output of the “top” unix command.

The reduction during the write operation is due to the fact that we reduced the numbers of copies\(^1\) as it was described in the implementation chapter. Furthermore, normal Hadoop implements a streaming protocol which includes header processing and checksums\(^2\). This protocol was completely replaced in our implementation, and therefore, a percentage of the CPU was released.

Concerning the reading part, the read operation in the original version is already optimized given that in the datanode side the block is sent using zero-copy. The optimization we observe, takes place due to the protocol dropping. On the client side, no significant changes were made, mainly because we had been restricted to the HDFS API, and hence no significant optimization was expected. Furthermore SoftiWARP does not provide zero-copy on the receiving side.

---

\(^1\)in client side, the copies were reduced from 4 to 1

5.2.4 Micro-Benchmarks

In this benchmark, we assess the performance in terms of write/read latency. For that purpose, we choose to perform reads/writes micro-benchmarks instead of a real case workload. Micro-benchmarks provided us with a controlled environment. Using real case distributed workload (e.g., a MapReduce task) imposes a number of other variables which define in greater extent the performance and which
have not been examined\(^3\). Our micro-benchmarks were based on Jira HDFS 1324 "Quantifying Client Latency in HDFS", where synthetic benchmarks, which emulate real HDFS traffic, were introduced.

In the following listings we explain exactly what are the read/write operations we benchmarked, where are the timers, how we create significant workload. Specifically, a Java HDFS client was created, this client performs the following: one write operation (as described in Listing 5.7), five read operations (as described in Listing 5.6), these two steps are repeated (as described in Listing 5.8). Briefly, a client writes a file, then reads the file five times in the row, this iteration takes place a number times to increase the number of measurements. Every time the results were saved in CSV file for analysis. An external bash script (Listing 5.9) creates many clients in parallel or sequential. The benchmark took place once in a cluster of one datanode without replication, and once in a cluster of three datanodes with replication factor of three. The file, which is being written and read, is of size 128 MB. The validity of each write was checked in the following way: the content of the file is repeated every 32 MB (equals to HDFS blocksize)\(^4\), thus every block should have the exact same data. If an error occurs, a block with different data will appear in the data folder of a datanode.

```java
public void read(String filename) {
    FSDataInputStream in = fs.open(new Path(filename));
    long start = System.nanoTime();
    byte[] buffer = new byte[1024];
    while (in.read(buffer) > 0) {}
    end = System.nanoTime() - start;
    latency = (double) end / 1000000;
    logger.warn("operation read blocks - latency =\"+latency\" msecs\n");
    s.writeLog2("read\", filename, latency);
}
```

Listing 5.6: Atomic Read

```java
public void writeData(String srcfile, String dstfile) {
    Path src = new Path(srcfile);
    Path dst1 = new Path(dstfile);
    long start = System.nanoTime();
    fs.copyFromLocalFile(src, dst1);
    end = System.nanoTime() - start;
    latency = (double) end / 1000000;
    logger.warn("operation write data - latency =\"+latency\" msecs\n");
    s.writeLog2("write\", "", latency);
}
```

Listing 5.7: Atomic Write

```bash
#!/usr/bin/bash
for ((i=1; $i<=$1 ; i++))
do
echo "Client Number x="$x"
# sequential
hadoop jar libRdmaClient.jar client
# or parallel
hadoop jar libRdmaClient.jar client &
done
```

Listing 5.9: Creates many clients

The results are presented in Figure 5.8 for the write case, and in Figure 5.6 for the read case. Furthermore, in our implementation we investigated further the delay we measure. By filling the code with timers in critical points, we identified in which parts the delay is divided (Figure 5.7 and Figure 5.9). The explanation of these figures can be found in the sequence diagrams presented in the previous chapter (Figure 4.5, 4.4).

---

\(^3\)A slide presenting in a summarized way the tuning factors of Hadoop can be found here http://developer.amd.com/zones/java/assets/HadoopPerformanceTuningGuide.pdf

\(^4\)the file was created by executing: cat file32MB file32MB file32MB file32MB file32MB > file128MB
Figure 5.6: Write Latency Histograms

Figure 5.7: Write Delay Details (128MB File in 32MB block in 8MB packets)
**Figure 5.8:** Read Latency Histograms

**Figure 5.9:** Read Delay Details (128MB File in 32MB block)
In the write case, we observe around 196 ms gain, which is an around 30% optimization. Executing the write operation using replication does not add a significant delay, nevertheless we get some large values (> 1200 ms), which indicate that few errors occurred. In the read case, the gain is around 50 ms, which is an around 12% optimization. Given that no specific hardware was used the results are satisfactory.

In this benchmark, we should pay attention that in the normal Hadoop version the data is not read from the disk, but it is read from the memory due to the OS caching. Through the monitoring script, we verified once that the disk is not being used during the read operation. Nevertheless, because comparing an in-memory-based to a disk-based implementation, would be completely false, we repeated the benchmark storing the Hadoop data in a ramdisk. In that way, without doubt everything is in memory. In the Listing 5.10, we show how the ramdisk was prepared. We got the exact same results as before.

```bash
$ sudo mount -t tmpfs -o size=256M tmpfs /home/X/hadoop/hddata
$ mount | grep hadoop
tmpfs on /home/X/hadoop/hddata type tmpfs (rw, size=256M)
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=/home/X/hadoop/hddata/file128MB bs=8M count=16
16+0 records in
16+0 records out
134217728 bytes (134 MB) copied, 0.0768747 s, 1.7 GB/s
$ dd if=/dev/zero of=~/file128MB bs=8M count=16
16+0 records in
16+0 records out
134217728 bytes (134 MB) copied, 0.178931 s, 750 MB/s
```

Listing 5.10: Ramdisk
5.2.5 Scalability

In this benchmark, two aspects of the implementation are investigated. Firstly and most important, whether a datanode can serve simultaneously in the same performance many HDFS clients. Secondly, whether a physical node can handle many client instances at the same time. For that reason, we executed the following test: a file (128 MB in 32 MB block) was saved in a single datanode. A variable number of clients try to read the file from the node. The implementation of the client is the same one that was described in the previous benchmarks. Basically, we are running the script in Listing 5.9 in many machines and with a variable number of instances. We monitored the latency as a function of the clients. Furthermore, we monitored the link utilization, because it gives a clue up to which point the datanode is expected to serve fast the clients. The results are shown in Figure 5.10. The cluster setup was in that case one namenode, one datanode, and client instances distributed in 3 machines.

![Figure 5.10: Scalability: Latency Vs Number of Clients](image)

Concerning the first aspect we can say that a datanode can serve efficiently the readers. We reach this conclusion because the latency, when we set up one client per physical machine, remains almost the same up to the point the link is saturated. As far as the second question is concerned, we observe that a second instance of a client in the same machine increases the delay in the normal Hadoop as well as in our implementation. Nevertheless, in our implementation the impact of a second a client is by far significant (almost doubles the delay). The conclusion is that the client implementation requires further optimization in order to support scalability. However, further benchmarks on a larger scale should be conducted.
5.2.6 Read under Saturation

Our implementation targets at enabling the framework to efficiently perform networking in a 10 Gbps network fabric. In order to assess the CPU performance we did the following benchmark: A number of clients reads for a large time period a file from single datanode. This number is greater than the value which was found in the previous benchmark and saturates with certainty the link. The cluster has one namenode, one datanode, three client machines and around six client instances. In this test, we are not investigating the performance, we just want to measure the CPU usage, when the link is saturated. The results are given in Figure 5.11.

![Figure 5.11: Datanode Performance under Saturated 10Gbps Network](image)

The observation is that this specific datanode (4x Intel(R) Xeon(R) CPU E5540 @ 2.53GHz) requires approximately 6% of its total CPU power to maintain a data transfers at 10 Gbps. In our RDMA-enabled implementation the percentage is decreased to around 2%. The more accurate results from Oprofile (86572 cycles versus 40661 cycles) indicated the 4% improvement.
Chapter 6

Conclusion

6.1 Summary

In this master thesis, a prototype of an in-memory RDMA-enabled HDFS system was built. We introduced a range of modifications to the HDFS, which enabled it to work natively in memory. Furthermore, the socket-based communication model was replaced by the RDMA model taking into account the different semantics. Our prototype is designed to work in a cluster of commodity hardware using a software-based RDMA implementation, which enables the system to scale beyond the total cluster physical memory. The implementation was tested and validated in a real commodity cluster.

Evaluating our system was a difficult task, because in a distributed system, there is a wide range of variables and parameters defining the overall performance. However, through a number of experiments in which our RDMA-enabled version was compared to original version, we received interesting results in favour of our system. In particular, during core functions of the HDFS, we decreased the required CPU and reduced execution times.

6.2 Future work

Modifying the HDFS distributed file system to fit exactly into Hadoop ecosystem as the original version was a challenging task. Clearly, there is still future work to be done. This work can be divided into the tasks which are required to complete the HDFS functionality, and into the tasks which will contribute further to the performance.

First, to the best possible extent, the core functionalities and mechanisms of HDFS were kept. Nevertheless, the implementation requires significant programming work to be considered complete. An indicative list follows:

- Complete all the error mechanisms that exist in HDFS: An example of what we have not implemented as taken from the HDFS documentation [15] “During reading, if the DFSInputStream encounters an error while communicating with a datanode, it will try the next closest one for that block. It will also remember datanodes that have failed so that it doesn’t needlessly retry them for later blocks”.

- Complete all possible actions that can be ordered by a client or the namenode. For example, the transfer block command or the deletion command given by namenode to a datanode has not been implemented. Completing this functionality includes extensive validation testing in a large cluster.

- Monitoring/Controlling Memory usage. In the normal Hadoop, namenode can monitor for disk usage, can use a specific percentage of the disk, etc. The same functionality should be ported to our version.
• Make the data persistent. In our implementation, the blocks are saved to the disk with a name different than the block ID. This mapping is not saved persistently. In order to be able to reboot the system and maintain the data, further implementation is required (e.g., rename the blocks during shutdown).

• Implement efficiently the random read operation.

From performance and scalability point of view, there are a number of ideas that can be implemented.

• Hadoop’s performance, as we have seen, depends heavily on data locality. Our implementation focuses on the case where the client reads/writes the data from a remote location. The local case should be investigated and modified as well. This task will require HDFS API modification, e.g., when a client wants to read locally, HDFS should return a memory address and make sure that the client process can access this address\(^1\). The above optimization is crucial in order to observe performance optimization in a MapReduce task.

• Small file issues: in our system, datanode preallocates a block-sized buffer in memory in order to accept a block from a client. If the incoming data is smaller than the block size, then the rest of the buffer remains unused. Given that during a MapReduce task, several files of size around 100 Bytes are saved into HDFS, this is an important scalability issue. Therefore, mapped byte buffers should be resized to fit the data releasing the rest of the memory.

• During every operation, clients access an information stored in the namenode. The time the namenode needs to respond is quite significant and depends on how many clients are connected simultaneously. Given that everything in namenode is in RAM, there might be a way to have a client access the information through RDMA one-sided operation faster and without putting an extra burden on the namenode.

\(^1\)datanode and MapReduce client are two different processes which should share the memory
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